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Scenes and pictures have been circulating of broken earth, lacking moisture, cracked and
yearning.  But these are not from traditional drought-stricken parts of the planet, where the
animal carcass assumes near totemic power amidst dry riverbeds or desert expanses. 
Neither Australia nor Africa feature on these occasions – at least in a prominent way. 
Europe, continent of historical arable sustainability, is drying up.

This is not to say that the continent is immune to drought.  The International Commission for
the Protection of  the Danube River notes the impacts of  a number of  dry and severe
summers from the 1990s till 2015.  In 2015 alone, “drought phenomena” were recorded in
countries from Austria to Ukraine.

What makes the current crisis in Europe significant is its scale.  According to the European
Drought Observatory, 64% of the land in the European Union is being affected by drought,
with 47% of the territory classed as having “warning” conditions, and 17% facing “alert”
conditions.  The European Commission Joint Research Centre (EC-JRC) has gone so far as to
warn that the current drought may be the worst in 500 years.

That particularly bold assessment, to be more precise, comes from senior researcher Andrea
Toreti.  “Just to give you an idea, the 2018 drought was so extreme that, looking back at
least the last 500 years, there were no other events similar to the drought of 2018, but this
year I think it is really worse than 2018.”

The story, however, is the same across the Northern Hemisphere.  Deutsche Welle showed
alarm in declaring that, “from Hungary to Hawaii, from the drying Rhine River to the now-
recovering  Rio  Grande,  or  from  Casablanca  to  California,  summer  droughts  and  high
temperatures are having a serious impact on everything from agriculture to the freight
industry.”

The German broadcaster then goes on to note the lowering of Lake Garda’s levels, and the
observation from one tourist.  “We came last year, we liked it, and we came back this
year.”  Unfortunately, the landscape had altered.  “We were a bit shocked when we arrived
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because we had our usual walk around, and the water wasn’t there.”

Across Europe, water levels in famed aqueous bodies have been falling and vanishing. 
Italy’s  River  Po  has  fallen  to  such  a  level  that  rice  fields  can  no  longer  be  watered
consistently, nor clams sustained.  In France, the warming of the Rhône and Garonne have
made their water prohibitively hot to cool nuclear reactors.

Europe’s  major  waterways  have  been  suffering  a  fall,  producing  colossal  headaches  for
those involved in the transportation sector.  (The focus on economic matters has the effect
of ignoring the more attritive consequences that climate change has for both environment
and species.)  For countries such as Germany, which rely on suitably filled inland waterways,
the signs are ominous, a point not helped by the ongoing problems with reduced delivery of
Russian natural gas through the Nord Stream 1 pipeline.

The Rhine River has been so depleted that the standard number of vessels have been
unable to sail with regularity and appropriate tonnage.  The Rhine Waterways and Shipping
Authority (WSA Rhein) confirmed that the lower water levels would lead to the passage of
fewer barges transporting petrochemicals and oil products.  Those that did could only make
use of the river with reduced capacity.

For logistics wonks in the petrochemical business, this has meant sharp increases in costs,
though a spokesperson for WSA Rhein tried to suggest that the “exceptionally low level” of
water  at  this  time  of  the  year  “was  not  significant.”   The  German  logistics  company  HGK
also  urges  calm,  suggesting  that  things  are  “not  as  dramatic  yet  as  in  2018”.   The
consultancy Elwis,  which specialises in German waterways, disagrees.  Were the water
levels to fall to 20cm by mid-August, nothing would be able to navigate along the Rhine.

A spokesperson for the world’s largest chemical producer, BASF, summarised matters with
gloomy precision:  “The mark of 60cm of the Rhine has been undercut at Kaub.  Levels in
the range of 35-55cm are forecast for the next two weeks.  For the predicted levels, some
types of ships can no longer be used and will stop sailing; all others will sail with reduced
loads.”  To alleviate problems with cost, the company has been resorting to alternative
modes of transport, including rail.

Another astonishing European waterway – the Danube – is also diminishing, suggesting how
climate change is, quite literally, altering landscapes and transport systems.  In Romania,
Greenpeace activists tried to draw attention to the issue by dragging kayaks to a stretch of
shoreline exposed by the retreating water.  “We want Danube waves, not heat waves,” the
protests declared in their banners.

In less transport related matters, scenes of parched earth have been beamed across the
globe from the UK, a country famed for its rather mild climate.  Parts of the country have
experienced their driest July on record.  Hosepipe bans have been introduced, and one can
almost  hear  Britain’s  drought-hardened  cousins  in  Australia:  shower  less  and  shower
together.   Exacerbating the problem of decreased rainfall  has been the unusually high
temperatures, at times rising savagely beyond 40 degrees Celsius.

Globally, the earth is changing in violent, displacing fashion.  Climate change will cause
displacements in the order of tens of millions, if not more.  Whole territories are vanishing,
while other tracts of land are being exposed.  Nature is not just being reordered but doing
much of the reordering.  What will humanity’s response be?
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Featured image: Lake Garda seen from Monte Baldo. (Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0)
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